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Overview 
● Why creative research assignments?
● Sample student work from UNLV
● Draft learning outcomes
● Sample assignment descriptions from UNLV
● How will students develop the necessary 

knowledge & skills? Work on syllabus 
integration 



Why try something different from the 
traditional research paper?



How can you assess student learning 
without a written essay? 



Start With the End in Mind
● What will students know?
● What will students do?
● What will students value?



Cognitive Domain Affective Domain 
• Creating
• Evaluating
• Analyzing
• Applying
• Understanding
• Remembering 

 

High Levels of Thinking

Less Complex

More Complex

• Internalizing
• Organizing
• Valuing
• Responding
• Receiving

 



Start With the End in Mind
● What will students know?
● What will students do?
● What will students value?

● What will they produce that will allow you to see 
what they know/have done/value?



PBH 330: Global Health 
Assignment: 
Students will create two infographics that 
summarize a health issue in a low- or 
middle-income country. Infographics should 
include an overview of the health issue, who is 
most affected, key risk factors, determinants, 
impacts, and how to cost-effectively address the 
issue. 
Reflection: 
[The students] told me the first infographic took 
longer than writing a research paper because 
they had to collect the information, but they also 
had to learn how to work with Canva to develop 
the infographic. The second infographic was 
easier and the end product was more creative. 

Student Work



CRJ 301: Research Methods in 
Criminal Justice 

Assignment: 
Students will design a research project to assist a 
local non-profit with their needs. Students will 
identify a research question, design and justify a 
data collection effort, create a policy or program, 
and present their research proposals to the rest 
of the class in a “Shark Tank”-style presentation.
Reflection: 
I went from asking my students to summarize 
the literature on various methods topics to 
assignments asking them to . . . design a 
research project that would help a local Las 
Vegas non-profit…I could not believe how well 
my students did and how well they 
demonstrated what they learned throughout the 
semester.

Student Work

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1wBgG9APxZPK9_-iP1E-Xtq0U9aQWyeT_


COM 418: Rhetoric of Science
Assignment: 
Students will explain a specific science topic by 
translating technical and scientific information 
(based on personal research and class readings) 
into a 5-minute presentation appropriate for 
general audiences. 
Reflection: 
When I first explained the assignment, many 
students were nervous and seemed to not like 
the idea...but I received almost exclusively 
positive feedback afterwards that it was one of 
their favorite assignments they’d had that 
semester. I immediately saw the value of having 
this assignment when I began watching the 
videos...Students were incredibly creative, with 
no two videos being filmed the same way. 

Student Work

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1n-oz2DS_uBJhON2w9IS-Avcrz3pOhbty/preview


ENG 473: The Early American 
Novel

Assignment: 
Students will place a major literary text within a 
wider popular and historical context and design 
a website that explains a fascinating work to a 
new audience. 
Reflection: 
Getting away from the “traditional” research 
paper and embracing work in a multimedia 
environment encouraged me to think about 
modern literary scholarship that sometimes 
places novels in transmedial contexts--viewing 
novels as parts of larger literary networks . . . I 
realized that I would like to have my students 
specifically consider these extra-textual 
elements. 

Student Work

https://theegreatliterarywhale.wordpress.com/


COLA 100LA: First Year Seminar
Assignment: 
Students will prepare a poster and a 3-minute 
lightning talk with 3 slides. The projects will be 
presented at the Fall Undergraduate Student 
Research Slam. 
Preliminary assignments leading up to this final 
presentation include an annotated bibliography 
and abstract. 
Reflection: 
I had previously incorporated annotated 
bibliography and abstract components of the 
assignment as a part of the final project. I changed 
this approach and separated [them] as 
supplementary aspects of the final project…to 
provide students with the summative assessment 
that helped them make changes to their projects 
on the fly.

Student Work



Bottleneck

New Knowledge

New Skills 

New Assignment

Learning

(adapted from Indiana University Center for Teaching and Learning, 2015)

Bottlenecks Prevent Learning



New Knowledge

New Skills 

New Assignment

LearningPractice & 
Support

Practice Supports Learning



Bottleneck
Students do not 
know how to make 
beautiful and 
amazing 
infographics.



How to Practice

Practice in 
Class 

Receive 
Feedback

Practice at 
Home

Receive 
Feedback 

Apply in 
Assignment 

(Fink, 2003)



Syllabus Integration
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Your thoughts, ideas & questions
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